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Abstract—Business Processes (BPs) are the key instrument to

understand how companies operate at an organizational level, taking
an as-is view of the workflow, and how to address their issues by
identifying a to-be model. In last year’s, the BP Model and Notation
(BPMN) has be come a de-facto standard for m odeling processes.
However, this standard does not incorporate explicitly the ProblemSolving (PS) knowledge in the Process Modeling (PM) results. Thus,
such knowledge cannot be shared or reus ed. To narrow th is gap is
today a challenging research area. In this paper we prese nt a
framework able to capture the PS knowledge and to improve a
workflow. This framework extends the BPMN specification by
incorporating new general-purpose elements. A pilot scenario is also
presented and discussed.

Keywords—Business Process Management, BPMN, Proble m
Solving, Process mapping.

P

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBLEM SOLVING (PS) strategies in engineering are
applied when products or processes fail, to take corrective
actions and then preventing further failures. PS can al so be
applied to a p roduct or process prior to an actu al fail event.
For instance, when a potential problem can be predicted,
analyzed, and mitigation applied to avoid new occurrences of
it. To supp ort the i mprovement of processes methodologies,
many techniques and tools has been developed [1], [4], [5],
together with a number of languages specifications for
describing processes or workflows [4], [6]. Such languages
represent a workflow on the basis of its control structure (i.e.,
where the execution control of the activities is defined) and its
participants (i.e., which agents execute the workflow
activities). However, these approaches do not incorporate
explicitly the PS knowledge in t he workflow definition: this
knowledge is implicitly used and then it cannot be shared or
reused. For dealing with this drawback, workflows need to be
specified as a view at the knowledge level.
In this paper a framework, which captures the PS
knowledge used to de fine and execu te a workflow, is
developed and proposed. The framework extends the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [8] specification, by
incorporating new executable components. More s pecifically,
the proposed BPMN-PS approach supports the co nventional
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three phases used in workflow modeling [1]–[3]:
1: Frame the process: to develop an overall process map, the
so-called “landscape”, clarifying what is i n and wh at is
out of scope; to establish the scope of the target process to
be studied; to perform an initi al process assessment; to
determine the process goals and performance objectives.
2: Understand the current (as-is) process: to map the current
process workflow; to document important observations
about all enablers;
3: Design the new (to-be) process: to characterize the to-be
process; to design the to-be workflow.
Fig. 1 represents the three-phases via a BPMN diagram.
Here, a ci rcle represents an event, denoting something that
happens, whereas a rounded-corner rectangle with a plus sign
against the bottom line represents a sub-process, describing
the kind of work at a hig h level of business process de tail.
Finally the sequence flow is represented by a sol id blackheaded arrow, showing th e source and target work un its and
how the work is flowing.

Fig. 1 A BPMN diagram representing the conventional three-phases
used in workflow modeling

An overall ontological view of our BPMN-PS approach is
depicted in Fig. 2, where concepts (enclosed in ovals) are
connected by properties (represented by black arrows) or by
specialized properties (the general-to-specific property,
represented by white arrows). The right side of the diagram
pertains to process modeling, where solutions to problems are
represented. Here, a business process is aimed at delivering
products or services which can have a problem. A problem is
characterized by an as-is business process and solved by a tobe business process. A business process can be mapped by a
workflow, expressed as a BPMN model, which in turn can be
deployed and executed by means of a Business Process
Management (BPM) platform. The left side of the diagram
pertains to PS, where knowledg e generating solutions to
problems is represented. In our BPM N-PS approach the PS
knowledge is defined by means of six enablers, i.e., central
factors that determine how the process (mis-)behaves [3].
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Fig. 2 An ontological view of our problem-solving approach (BPMN-PS)

As such, an enabler can influence a p roblem. More
specifically for each enab ler a method details th e reasoning
process (thought up by a business designer) able to anal yze
the as-is process and to define the to-be process. Such
reasoning process can be partially modeled by BPMN,
deployed and executed by means of a BPM platform. The
BPM platform takes into account each enabler thus supporting
the reasoning process. Thus, the BPM pl atform acts as an
infrastructure for the execution of knowledge-enriched
workflows [4], [7].
The paper is structu red as f ollows. In Sectio n II, a
conceptual framework for process enab lers is specified.
Section III defines our BPMN extension for supporting PS. In
Section IV t he details of a supporting IT infrastructure are
reported. Section V describes a pilot scenario to show an
actual application of the proposed approach. The m ain
strengths and weaknesses of the BPMN-PS ar e discusses in
the conclusive section.
II. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR PROCESS ENABLERS
An enabler is a factor that can be adjusted to impact process
performance. Much of the work o f process modeling and
analysis is directed at finding the cases where the enablers are
hindering the process, in order to improve it appropriately [2].
Fig. 3 repr esents an Ishikawa fishbone diagram of the six
enablers influencing a business process. The co mplete
framework includes six enablers:
A. workflow design;
B. information systems;
C. motivation and measurement;
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D. human resources;
E. policies and rules;
F. facilities.
Enablers are how we make the process working. No process
will work optimally until all the enablers are correctly acting.
For instance, improvements in workflow design and
information systems will ha ve little i mpact if personnel are
untrained (an aspect of the h uman-resources enabler) or are
not motivated by appropriate measures and rewards (an aspect
of the motivation-and-measurement enabler). Each enabler
addresses a specific aspect of the total process, which can be
assessed by means of Critical-To-Quality (CTQ)
characteristics, as detailed in next subsections.
A. Workflow-Design Enabler
The process workflow design shows the sequence of steps,
decisions, and handoffs carried out by the process participants
between the i nitial event and the final result. A participant
could be a person, an organization, an information system, a
piece of machinery, or anything else that “holds the work” [1].
Having a wo rkflow model supports also the asses sment the
other enablers in an organized fashion, step by step and actor
by actor. Table I shows some example of important CTQ
characteristics of the workflow-design enabler.
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Fig. 3 An Ishikawaa fishbone diaggram of the six enablers
e
influenncing a business process
T
TABLE
I
EXAMPLEES OF CTQ FOR TH
HE WORKFLOW-D
DESIGN ENABLER
R
Quantity to asseess
Ad
dding value
Nu
umber of approvaals

Du
uplication

Hiigh delay, error,
ex
xpense
Seequential steps
Reesources per task
Boottleneck
Exxception occurrennce
Rooles definition levvel
Caause-effect separaation

Examplee of CTQ
Steps thatt are not adding value
v
Too manyy approval/inspecction steps interfeering with
the main flow
Too manyy handoffs
Escalatingg approval of info
ormation loop
Activitiess duplicated by diifferent actors thrroughout
the proocess
Non criticcal steps holding up the main flow
w,
rekeyinng information orr reconciling diffeerent
sourcess
Delay, errror, expense in th
he transport of woork or
handofff between actors
Flow exceessively sequential when steps couuld be
done inn parallel
Too manyy actors doing miinor tasks that couuld be
easily be
b handled by onne of them
Under-ressourced steps
Role that coordinates otherr roles or tasks
Exceptionns occur too frequuently
Roles are poorly defined, leading
l
to confusion
w is responsiblle for what
about who
Work andd inspection are not
n separated: delaay,
reworkk of intermediate steps, poor learniing

B. Informatioon-Systems Ennabler
Information systems incllude platform
ms, applicationns, and
daatabases that provide speecific capabiilities and thhat are
m
managed
and reeferred to as a whole, such as a booking system
orr a reverse loggistics system [2]. Informattion systems enable
e
a
prrocess by auutomating or supporting steps, capturring or
prresenting info
formation, or managing and expeditiing the
w
workflow.
Incrreasingly impportant is thee role of a business
b
prrocess managgement system
m (BPMS), which
w
providess many
caapabilities for the executionn, monitoring,, and managem
ment of
buusiness proceesses as t hey flow througgh multiple syystems.
Taable II sho
ows some example of important CTQ
chharacteristics of
o the Informaation-system enabler.
e
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TA
ABLE II
EXAMPLES OF
O CTQ FOR THE INFORMATION-SYSTEMS
Y
ENABLER
R
Q
Quantity
to assess
Datta quality
Infformation
acccuracy
Impportance of
activity
Impportance of
funnctionality
Usaability
Serrvice availability
Auutomation level
Moonitoring level
Traaceability

Example off CTQ
Quality data m
maintained in the data managemen
nt layer
Useful inform
mation captured froom and presentedd to each
step receiviing automated sup
pport
Important actiivities are automaated or receive au
utomated
support
n place and availaable as
Important funcctionalities are in
services
User interfacees, reports, queries, are appropriatee for the
task and thee user
Services availlable to the right user
u interfaces (browser,
mobile phoone, kiosk, etc.)
Flow of work is automated wherever possible annd
appropriatee
Flow of work is actively monittored to deal with
h errors
and exceptiions
There is no a ttracking mechaniism
Process undoccumented

C. Motivationn-and-Measureement Enableer
Motivation and
a
measurem
ment comprisse the expliccit and
im
mplicit reward systems of thhe organizatioon. Their conncern is
hoow people, organizations,
o
and processses are meaasured,
asssessed, and reewarded. Expeerience shows that people do
d what
theey are measurred on and rew
warded for, an
nd if the measuures do
noot align with the goals of a redesigned
d process, faiilure is
virrtually certainn [3]. A f requuent problem is that perforrmance
tarrgets are badly designed, and then enccourage peopple and
orgganizations too behave againnst the actual goals
g
of the process.
Taable III sh ows
o
some example off important CTQ
chharacteristics of
o the Motivation-and-meassurement enabbler.
D. Human Ressources
The human-rresource enabler covers th e knowledge, skills,
annd experiencee of the w orkkforce, how they are reccruited,
traained, and assiigned within tthe organizatio
on, the design
n of the
orgganization annd individual jobs, and soo on [2]. A process
p
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requires the right people with the right skills in the right job.
Important problems occur when the wrong people have
responsibility for critical tasks. A very bad case is when
expensive professional staff does work that could be
performed better, at lower cost, by clerical, administrative, or
support staff. TABLE IV shows some example of important
CTQ characteristics of the Human-resources enabler.
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TABLE III
EXAMPLES OF CTQ FOR THE MOTIVATION-AND-MEASUREMENT ENABLER
Quantity to assess
Number of advertise
orders
Non monetary measures
Responsibility level
Pressure level
Number of discovered
defects
Uncooperative attitude

Example of CTQ
Sales representatives are measured and rewarded
for the number of order that they get
Incentives to customer service representatives
when meet new responsibilities and under
higher pressure
Quality Control group is measured on the number
of defects they discovered
Poor attitude of people to corporative plans

TABLE IV
EXAMPLES OF CTQ FOR THE HUMAN-RESOURCES ENABLER
Quantity to assess
Attitude, skills
Correspondence salaryto-type of work
Abilities to an intended
role
Level of handoff
Level of division of
responsibility
Skill dilution

Example of CTQ
Hire for attitude, then train for skills
Scarce resource of highly paid employee doing
clerical/support work
The Peter principle: the selection of a candidate for
a position is based on his performance in the
current role rather than on the abilities relevant
to the intended role
A reorganization introduces segmentation leading
to excess of handoffs and division of
responsibility
Skill dilution from excessive specialization and
fragmentation

E. Policies and Rules
This enabler includes the rules and policies established by
the enterprise to guide or constrain business processes, as well
as applicable laws and regulations [9]. Many problems occur
when additional work is included to enforce obsolete,
contradictory, or overly complex rules or r egulations. Other
problems occur when policy are poorly documented, because
assumptions have been perpetuated over time. Table V shows
some example of important CTQ characteristics of the
Policies-and-rules enabler.
TABLE V
EXAMPLES OF CTQ FOR THE POLICIES-AND-RULES ENABLER
Quantity to assess
Rule complexity
Rule obsolescence
Missing requirements
Maintenance effort

Example of CTQ
Requisition: over $ 1,000 must be approved by a
department head, over $ 5,000 must be approved
by a department head and a vice president
A software program still executes an hard coded rule
that is supposed to have ended some year ago
Non conformities (concerning design, process,
customer, supplier)
Reliability, Maintenance costs

F. Facilities
Facilities are the workplace design and physical
infrastructure such as equ ipment, furnishings, machinery,
lighting, air quality, and ambient noise [10]. There is a
growing trend to recognize the importance of facilities as
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enablers to effectiveness, productivity, and well being. Table
VI shows some example of important CTQ characteristics of
the Facilities enabler.
TABLE VI
EXAMPLES OF CTQ FOR THE FACILITIES ENABLER
Quantity to assess
Space, quiet level
Privacy level
Distance between
collaborating people
Ventilation, glare

Example of CTQ
Too much noise and interruption of work requiring
intense concentration
Cubicle gives no privacy, everyone can hear your
conversation
Too much distance between people whose tasks
are linked
The physical environment is unpleasant

III. THE PROPOSED BPMN EXTENSION
In
any process- based
methodology
quantifiable
measurements must be defined, so-called Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). In the case of the PS process, KPIs should
be related to CTQs and associated with enablers rather than
with specific process. A KPI may have a target and allowable
bounds, or low er and upper limits, forming a r ange of
performance that the process should achieve [10]. KPIs can be
made up of one or more CTQs. The calculated results of the
metrics during pr ocess monitoring are used to determine
whether the t arget of the KPI has been met. For example,
waiting time, processing time, cycle tim e, process cost,
resource utilization are commonly used KPIs. Choo sing the
right KPIs of the PS process requires go od understanding of
what is important to the organization. Business Activity
Monitoring discipline attends this topic in d epth. Table II
shows some of the commonly used KPIs for assessing the six
enablers [9], [10].
TABLE VII
COMMONLY USED KPIS FOR ASSESSING ENABLERS
Type of measure
Example of KPIs
Counting
Total volume, total frequency
Proportion of different cases
Proportion of different paths (accepted versus rejected)
Proportion of different results (accepted versus rejected)
Duration
Cycle time
Work time
Time worked
Peaks and valleys in seasonal/weekly/daily variations
Idle time
Transit time
Queue time
Setup time
ResponPeople (number of)
sibility
Job classifications (number of)
Departments (number of)
Known handoffs (number of)
Labor unions (number of)
Locations (number of)
Languages (number of)
Countries and cultures (number of)
Efficiency
Percentage of scrap or rework
Percentage of errors
Number of non-conformities and where, which cycle
How soon defects and non-conformities are discovered
How much interaction to solve
How many customer to complete the process
How many approvals and/or complaints received
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A. Core Concepts of BPMN
In order to define a BPMN ex tension able to allow the
specification of measurement of the above KPIs, let us first
introduce the basic BPMN el ements. To describe business
processes, BPMN offers the Business Process Diagram (BPD.
A BPD consists of four basic el ements categories [8]: flow
objects, connecting objects, swim lanes, and artifacts, as
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Basic elements in BPMN: (A) flow objects; (B) swim lanes;
(C) connecting objects; (D) artifacts

Key concepts are briefly defined in t he following. Events
are representations of something that can happen during the
business process; business flow is acti vated by a start event
and terminated by an end event, while intermediate events can
occur anywhere within the flow. Business activities can be
atomic (tasks) or compound (processes, as connection of
tasks); gateways represent d ecision points to control the
business flow. Data objects model any information required or
provided by activities, whereas data store model permanent
data. Connecting objects connect flow objects together:
sequence flows show the order of execution of activities in the
business process, message flows represent messages
exchanged between business entities, and associations
highlight inputs and outputs of activities. A pool represents a
participant in a business process and lanes allow detailed
categorization of activities within a pool.

B. Extended Concepts of BPMN
The proposed BPMN extension is aimed at defining the PS
knowledge perspective in an event-driven workflow, by using
the extension mechanism provided by the BPMN metamodel.
This mechanism consists in a set of extension components
which allow the attachment of additional attributes and
elements to the BPMN features [8]. The U ML class diagram
of Fig. 5 shows the conceptual model of the proposed
extension. Here, the core BPMN elements are depicted in gray
color, in c ontrast with the extended (whit e) elements. In
particular, the BPMN Task element is enriched (as a new
Monitored Task element) with the specification of KPIs with
the related conformity conditions and data sources. The
extension is thus divided into two aspects (packages): the
specification of a KPI, on the right, and the specification of the
data sources necessary to feed the indicator, on the left. More
specifically, in th e Data Source package, a K PI can be
connected to a collection of Features, each representing a
different type of numerical or categorical data source. Indeed,
the abstract class Feature can be specialized as a Categorical
Feature or Numerical Feature, i.e., concrete classes
implementing features that can as sume, respectively, a
categorical or nu merical value. The latter is qualified by a
name, a value and a unit name (for instance, “kg” for weight),
whereas the former is chara cterized by a name and a value,
which belongs to a set of possible values modeled by the class
Categorical Value. Each Categorical Value is characterized
by a value, a description, and an ordering. This last item can
be used whenever ordered categorical values are needed. This
class organization allows dealing uniformly with the most
quality features.
In the Conformity Condition package, a Key Performance
Indicator is characterized by a name and a value, and should
be associated to a Target. More specifically, a Target
represents a desired range of values. A Numerical Target and
a Sortable Categorical Target are defined in ter ms of lower
and upper bounds, whereas a Non-sortable Categorical Target
is defined in terms of allowed values. In all cases, a value of
the KPI which is not wit hin bounds or within the allowed
values causes the conformity condition to fail, thus triggering
a BPMN exception.

Fig. 5 The conceptual model of the proposed BPMN extension
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Fig. 6 The extended syntax of the proposed
p
BPMN
N extension

Fig. 7 An exam
mple of supporting IT infrastru
ucture

In order to create graph
hical models with the ex
xtended
BP
PMN, the exttended syntaxx has to be sp
pecified by pro
oviding
viisual represen
ntations, i.e., graphical sy
ymbols and textual
laabels that exp
press their behhavior. The proposed
p
notaation is
deepicted in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 (a) shows: (i) a core
c
BPMN Taask, (ii)
a Monitored Taask, and ( iii) a Measuring Event which can be
onnected to a data sourcee. Fig. 6 (b) shows a sa mple
m
of
co
M
Monitored
Task
k, which is measured
m
in terrms of total du
uration.
Th
he data sourcees are conneccted to the KP
PI via two meeasuring
ev
vents attached
d at the b egin
nning and thee end of the activity.
a
Eaach event prov
vides the instaant of time. In
n case of a KP
PI value
w
which
does no
ot satisfy the conformity condition,
c
a duration
d
ex
xception even
nt is triggerred, and an exception handling
acctivity can be executed, as tthe correspond
ding action.
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IV. A SUPPORTIN
NG IT INFRAST
TRUCTURE
The strength of BPMN reesides in two
o important aspects:
a
Firrst, its simpllicity which is due to t he
h abstraction
n level
pro
ovided by th
he standard. S
Second, the possibility
p
off being
traanslated (in an
n automatic m
manner) into a business exeecution
lannguage, and then
t
to gener aate a m achinee-readable pro
ototype
off business processes [11]. IIndeed, BPMN
N is s upporteed with
n internal mod
del that enables the generration of execcutable
an
ograms in Web
W
Servicee Business Process Exeecution
pro
Laanguage (WS
SBPEL), a l aanguage for specifying bu
usiness
pro
ocess behaviior based o n web ser viices. Thus, BPMN
B
rep
presents a sttandardized bbridge for thee gap between the
buusiness processs design and iimplementatio
on.
In this section
n, we introduce an IT infraastructure to support
s
ouur PS approach
h. To this aim
m, let us consiider the archittectural
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view shown in Fig. 7. Here, different Terminal Units (TU) are
comprised, equipped with RFID readers, to serve as data
source. Indeed, a TU gathers data and transmits them to a
Storage Unit (SU). SUs keep data supplied by TUs, according
to defined KPIs. Analysis Units (AUs) harvest dat a supplied
by SUs and compute the KPIs. TUs can be hosted by a mobile
device (e.g., PDA or smart phone equipped with an RFID
reader), or fixed device (e.g., bank reader, d oor gate reader).
TUs are configured on the basis o f the deployed BPMN
model, via some Configuration Units (CUs). CUs contain also
the definitions of the quality features requested by AUs. Thus,
for instance, when q uality attributes have to be inserted, t he
TU is automatically configured by the corresponding CU so as
to show appropriate interface widgets.
The presented IT infrastructure is based on a distributed
architecture in which data is managed according to a “pull”
model, in which data is stored according to computation of
particular KPIs. According to the ser vice-oriented paradigm,
the communication between SUs and AUs r elies on an
asynchronous message-centric protocol, which provides a
robust interaction mechanism among peers, based on the
SOAP/HTTP stack (ISO 15000-2). On the other hand, t he
communication between TU and the other units can be
proficiently achieved using a more efficient and lightweight
XML-RPC/HTTP
based
interaction.
Finally,
the
communication between RFID readers and tags is based on the
EPC standard (e.g., ISO 18000-3) [12].
V. A PILOT SCENARIO
To show an example of our PS approach, in this section we
introduce an excerpt of a Wine Production process taken from
a real-world case stu dy. To this purpose, we t ake the
perspective of a wi ne manufacturing company that provides
products on stock and operates in a business-to-business
supply chain environment. Fig. 8 represents the macro
processes in BPMN language, for two distinct lanes: raisin and

white wine. More specifically, the start even t in the Raisin
Wine Processor lane indicates that the process starts at the half
of August (timing event). Then, three activities are performed
on the grasp: early harvesting, sun-withering, and storage in
wooden boxes. The second act ivity is characterized by a
duration of 20-30 days (lower and u pper bounds,
respectively). The start event in th e White Wine Processor
lane indicates that the process starts in September-October
(the period of vintage) and performs four activities on the
grasp: harvesting, crushing, maceration and pressing. The
third activity is characterized by a duration of 24-48 hours
(lower and upper bounds, respectively). At this point, in the
Raisin Wine Processor lane the raising wine-must is mixed
with part of the white wine-must to allow the s ubsequent
activity: maceration in base-must, during the next 30-40 days.
Subsequently, the base- must is processed by fermentation,
pressing (at 4-5°C) and decantation. Then, it is mixed with the
white wine-must, which in the meanwhile has been processed,
in turn, by fermentation (with 50 gr./h l of Bentonite) and
clarifying. The mixed-must is later processed via aging (36-42
months) and bottling. Finally, quality check and packing
activity is car ried out, including the co ntrol of the color
intensity of the raisin wine, which should be between 5.3 and
6.6 in (intensity). The end event indicates wh ere the process
ends and where final product is made. Fig. 9 s hows the
packing room (on the left) and two IT devices used to collect
data source: an RFID reader for tracking the instant of t ime
when each box is completed (on t he top-right), and a mobile
device to report non conformities related to the quality check
and packing task. Fig. 1 0 shows the BPMN extended data
objects related to two KPIs of the quality check and packing
task: Average Wine Rating and Average Color Intensity. The
former is a s ortable categorical feature, ranging from “one
star” to “five star” and expressing the quality of the wine,
whereas the latter is a numerical feature. The target values of
the features are four-five stars and 5.3-6.6 in, respectively.

Fig. 8 The Wine Production process sample
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Fig. 9 Wine Production process: the packing room (on the left) and some RFID-based IT device for data sourcing

Fig. 10 Wine Production process: objects related to two KPIs of the “Quality check and packing” activity

Under the abo ve conditions, the following pilot scenario
activity; quantity of Bentonite in the fermentation activity.
shows how the Wine Pr oduction Company can be sup ported
See Fig. 8.
by our BPMN-PS approach:
IV. Each KPI has been modeled in terms of data sources and
I. The indicator “Rating”, modeled in Fig. 1 0, is th e main
conformity conditions, on the basis of the lower and upper
process performance, i.e., th e main KPI. We can assume
bounds specified in Fig. 8, as in the sample of Fig. 10.
that rating lower than “four stars” is the problem.
V. The workflow of Fig. 8 has been enriched with P S
II. In order to monitor the factors that can be adjusted to
knowledge, which comprises conditions and related
impact this kind of problem, all t he enablers have been
actions, as in the sample of Fig. 6.
considered and prioritized in terms of CTQs.
VI. Each KPI, together with the related conformity conditions
III. The prior KPI s connected with the above CTQs are the
and actions, are deployed on the Configuration Unit (See
following: duration of the sun-withering, maceration,
Fig. 7).
fermentation (white wine must), maceration in base must, VII. The Configuration Unit enables the related Terminal Units
and aging activities; temperature of the decantation
and Storage Units to gathers and record source data on the
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process. The related Analysis Unit calculates the KPIs.
VIII. A problem occurs with some lots at the Maceration in
base- must task: it lasts 26 days, i.e., lower than the bound.
IX. A related exception handling task sends a m essage to the
Business Analyst for each non conformity. Let us imagine
that no actions are performed at this time.
X. After some months, a problem occurs at the Quality Check
and Packing task: the r ating of some lots is “two stars”
because of the po or color intensity of the wine (value
lower than the bound).
XI. A related exception handling task sends a message to the
Business Analyst for each non conformity.
Hence, in the above scenario, the system alerts the Business
Analyst to two non conformity conditions. Such conditions are
connected in terms of cause-effect and represent a
fundamental aid for the reasoning process (see Fig. 2). T hus,
the to-be business process design can be proficiently driven by
the knowledge provided by the system.
VI. CONCLUSION
The above pilot scenario has been a f irst realization of the
proposed BPMN-PS method, and demonstrated its potential of
being used. More s pecifically, the main strengths of the
approach are: (i) the express iveness of the BPMN extension,
supporting the definition of event triggered when types of
KPIs exhibit critical values, as well as the specification of
reactions to be ta ken in terms of workflow; (ii) the agile
execution of such enriched workflows, deployed from the
high-level BPMN extended models to a s ervice-oriented IT
infrastructure. However, the presented approach is subject to
two main limitations: (i) th e PS knowledge should be
expressed at the hand off and service level of a workflow, i.e.,
at the core of the workflow modeling. Domain specific (task
level) knowledge could be very expensive to be managed in
terms of total life-cycle of the approach; (ii) due to the str ict
focus on BP MN, only process-related KPIs can be easily
expressed. Other categories of KPIs which might also be of
interest (e.g., financial) cannot be tested. Thus, external data
which is not handled within a business process cannot be used
for the definition of measures.
To model more complex cause-effect relationships in the
workflow perspective is considered a key investigation
activity for future work.
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